
ARIE CATERING 

 Payments by check (s) are to be made payable to "MAX ET LISE FILS" at 101 avenue de la 
marne 93800 Épinay sur Seine.


 Terms and conditions :


 Registration for one of our stays implies acceptance of the conditions indicated below:

 All registrations must be accompanied by a deposit corresponding to 50% of the total price of 
the stay, and the duly signed reservation form.  Registration is considered final once it has 
been the subject of a deposit payment.  The full price of the stay and any additional services 
must be paid no later than one month before the start of the stay.  No key room will not be 
released until full payment.


 Failure to comply with these conditions will be considered as a de facto cancellation, which 
would entail the following costs on the amount of the stay:

 Cancellation fees will be charged as follows (Excluding theft = 100% and after deduction of 
handling fees of 70 Euros):


 Total cancellation (before the start of the stay) Between:


 90/45.           45/30.         29/15.        14/7.          7/0 

  60%              70%.         80%.          90%.       100%


 Note: A premature departure will not give rise to any request for reimbursement.  In addition, if 
circumstances require us to do so, in the event of events beyond our control, we reserve the 
right to modify, change or cancel our programs.


 On your arrival, a credit card imprint will be requested to guarantee non-contract services 
consumed during the stay.


 Any deterioration observed in the rooms or in the common areas of the hotel will be invoiced 
on the basis of the replacement or restoration of the damaged property (s) as well as the loss 
of operation caused.


 Insurance and Assistance: it is mandatory to take out cancellation, assistance, repatriation, 
health, hospital, medication, luggage, legal and civil protection, civil liability insurance, etc. with 
a competent insurer, such as Axa Assistance,  Mondial Assistance, or Europ Assistance.

 Modification or Cancellation by the organization: In the event or before departure, the trip is 
modified on essential elements by the organizer due to circumstances which are not 
attributable to him (insufficient number of participants) or for reasons  inspired by the interest or 
safety of all such as for example new restriction on Covid 19 from the French or Greek 
government, the latter can terminate the reservation by returning all the sums paid, but without 
any other compensation or penalty.  You are required to take out cancellation insurance for 
Covid 19 before your reservation at our stay and of course it will be presented on your arrival 
before handing over the keys.


 Rule of life: participants undertake to respect the rules of life of the hotel, in particular this year 
with the health crisis of Covid 19, we would like to let you know that the mask is mandatory on 
all common parties and all penalties and  entirely under your responsibility.  In the event of 
serious misconduct, theft, noise etc.  .... These people will be excluded from the stay without 
claiming any compensation.




 Theft: Arie Traiteur declines all responsibility in the event of theft (money, valuables, etc.), loss 
or damage to your luggage, or any personal effects during the stay.

 Flight delay or cancellation: you will not be able to claim any reimbursement from Arie traiteur - 
Max et Lise Fils.  TOURIST TAX: upon your arrival, you will be charged at the hotel reception 
even a Tourist tax of 4 € / night and per room.


 I, the undersigned (name, first name) ...........................................  ........... acting for myself 
and / or on behalf of the other people registered on my reservation form, certify that I have read 
the program and the general conditions of sale which were given to me beforehand  at 
registration.


 DATE: ............ / ............ / .................. SIGNATURE 


(preceded by  the words "read and approved".


 `` SARL MAX ET LISE FILS 101 AVENUE DE LA MARNE 93800 EPINAY SUR SEINE


 Bank    code.       Indicator Account

30002.  30002.     00481


 number Rib                     key


0000431429K.                 29


 identification IBAN :        FR42 3000 2004 8100 0043 1429K29

                                          

 International Bank - BIC identifier (SWIFT address)

CRLYFRPP


 Frame reserved for

 "MAX ET LISE FILS"  PAYMENT CHOICE  AMOUNT

 
 


